Hospital Corporation of America (HCA) is a new supporter of The Campbell Foundation’s resident education program. HCA and The Campbell Foundation share a commitment to provide the highest level of patient care through surgeon education. HCA, based in Nashville, is the nation’s leading provider of healthcare services with locally-managed facilities that include 169 hospitals and 115 outpatient centers in 20 states and England. We are grateful for their support.

Baptist Memorial Health Care Foundation continued its generous support of resident education with the “Excellence in Orthopaedic Surgery” Awards, presented to this year’s senior residents. The awards recognize excellence in patient care and surgical skills and provide scholarships that enable residents to attend an important training course in preparation for the national orthopaedic board examination. The awards are named in honor of four of Campbell Clinic’s distinguished retired physicians, Dr. Allen Edmonson, Dr. Lee Milford, Dr. Robert Tooms, and the late Dr. Rocco Calandruccio. The 2008 recipients of the “Excellence in Orthopaedic Surgery” Awards are: Michael Davis, M.D.; John Hicks, M.D.; Amir Jahangir, M.D.; Anthony Mascioili, M.D.; Hassan Mir, M.D.; Matthew Rudloff, M.D.; Jeremy Swyyn, M.D.; and Patrick Toy, M.D.

Foundation receives gifts for education program

The Campbell Foundation’s Board of Trustees is composed of an outstanding team of physicians, business executives, and community leaders. They provide valuable insight and expertise in guiding the Foundation’s mission of enhancing the quality of life for patients today and future generations through orthopaedic medicine. We welcome these Trustees to the Campbell Foundation Board:

Susan N. Ishikawa, M.D.

Dr. Ishikawa, a native of Hawaii, received her undergraduate degree in biology from Harvard University and attended Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia on an Army Health Professions Scholarship. To complete her military obligation, Dr. Ishikawa served seven months in Iraq as an orthopaedic surgeon in Baghdad. After completing a one-year fellowship at Campbell Clinic, she joined the staff in 2005 as a foot and ankle surgeon. Dr. Ishikawa is also an Assistant Professor at the University of Tennessee-Campbell Clinic Department of Orthopaedic Surgery.

James D. Lackie

James Lackie is president of Lackie Trading, a commodities futures trading firm, and is registered as an Introducing Broker with the Commodities Futures Trading Commission. Mr. Lackie is active in private equity investments in real estate, finance, insurance and retail businesses. He serves on the boards of several corporations, civic groups and non-profit organizations.

David R. Richardson, M.D.

An orthopaedic surgeon whose subspecialty is foot and ankle surgery, Dr. Richardson completed his residency at Campbell Clinic, followed by a one year fellowship at Carolinas Medical Center. He joined the Campbell staff in 2005. Dr. Richardson is an Assistant Professor at the University of Tennessee-Campbell Clinic Department of Orthopaedic Surgery and serves as a foot and ankle consultant to the athletic departments at the University of Memphis, Rhodes College and the Memphis Grizzlies.